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Abstracts
Title of Research paper: Single Vehicle Shortest-path Problem based on Arcgis
Engine
Degree:Msc
Nowadays, logistic not only needs to meet client’s satisfaction, also need to cut down
cost. How to cut down cost at the foundation of client’s high satisfaction and how to
balance low cost and high service quality, is focused by many domestic and abroad
theories and researchers. The research on logistic distribution shortest path is one of
these most urgent tasks．
The shortest path problem is the basic but critical analysis of GIS spatial network and
the most critical problem in many application areas．
The research paper is a study of choosing the shortest path between the logistics
center and delivery points in the case of Xi’an city parcel distribution in the shopping
online. The shortest path is based on the nearest neighbour algorithm. The city
distribution is indicated on the desktop of the Arcgis Map and Arcgis Engine. And
the nearest neighbour algorithm is written in C-sharp language. The results are
collated and evaluated for performance.
The main objection of this paper is to solve the parcel distribution route problem
starting from logistics center for deliverymen. Generally, the application meets the
initial objective. The concluding chapters examine the results. On the other hand, the
application also computes the optimized routes among all the customers and
warehouse. The deliveryman can access the shortest path while there are three
delivery destinations. It is also called multi-objection problem.

KEYWORDS: Shortest-path; Multi-objection; Single vehicle; Arcgis Engine
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Significance
Logistics management technology, as a cost-effective and high-tech fusion
management techniques, integrate with transportation, storage, handling, packaging,
distribution, circulation, processing, various aspects of the information systems by
means of planning, implementation, control and coordination.
With the accelerated development of integration of economic globalization, modern
information technology and supply chain management technology, the lowest cost
and the least amount of funds used will be achieved.The safe, high-quality
muti-functional services will be provided to users all over the world. Therefore, the
logistics distribution management should be enhanced and implemented to reduce
logistics distribution costs.
Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)1, was first proposed in 1959 by Dantzig and Ramser,
the problem time generally described as follows: a series of loading and unloading
points, organized appropriate route making the vehicle orderly. they meet certain
constraints (such as time cargo demand, the sending amount, delivery time, vehicle
capacity, mileage restrictions, time limit) to achieve a certain goal (such as mileage
shortest, least-cost, minimize time, use time vehicle as little as possible).
Generally, reasonable logistics should at least meet one of the following three
objectives:
(1) Punctual transport. Goods specified period of time according to customer
requirements is shipped to the customer.
(2) The total cost (including the cost of transport routes, the establishment and
1

(Zhang Q,2008,p36) Logistics distribution path optimization model and practice
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operation warehouse fixed costs, transport costs, etc.) Min.
(3) Total vehicle transport shortest path.
This research choose the third one objective as the objective function. The nearest
neighbour algorithm is applied to compute the shortest path from the logistics center
and one delivery point. Furthermore, multi-objective problem will be solved in the
research. I mean the shortest path is shown when the deliveryman serve three
consumers from the logistics center once time, one by one.

1.2 Current trends in Domestic and international logistics and distribution
development
1.2.1 Foreign trends
Because vehicle routing problem plays a decisive role in time logistics and supply
chain management, it soon attracts the experts of these areas such as operations
research, applied mathematics, combinatorial mathematics, graph theory and network
analysis, logistics science, transportation engineering, management science and
engineering, computer applications. It is of great importance for engineers and
technicians and managers as the forefront and research focus point of operations
research and combinatorial optimization problems. Clark and Wright (1964)
proposed Conservation Act, the literature (Gillet, Miller, 1974) proposed the
scanning act, literature (Chrisofides, 1979) to establish the incomplete tree search
algorithm.
With the introduction and the continuous development of artificial intelligence
techniques, the simulated annealing algorithm and genetic algorithm, these new
methods and artificial neural networks and expert systems called new technology, are
new adjuncts to solve large-scale, multi-target vehicle scheduling problem. Such as:
literature (Pareza, 1991) study tabu search (Tabu Search) algorithm, the literature
(Desan, 1996) proposed to use fuzzy set theory to solve the need Points uncertain
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vehicle routing problem, literature (Abdolhamid, 1997) proposed using neural
network algorithm vehicle line optimization problem to solve parallel genetic
algorithm (parallel Evolutionary algorithm), literature (Luiz, dalessandro, 1998),
literature (Shaw, 1998) used a large neighborhood search (Large Neighborhood
Search) to solve VRP problem, literature (B.Bullnheimer, 1998) applied ant
Algorithm to the VRP research, literature (Tim, 1998), two kinds of tabu search and
genetic algorithm for the comparative analysis. Literature (Tan, Lee, 2001) combined
with advantages of genetic algorithm and Tabu-tree search algorithm to form a
knowledge base, using artificial intelligence methods to solve, the literature
(Taranrilis 2002) used space decision to support system to solve the vehicle routing
problem. These algorithms obtain better results in some aspects of vehicle routing
problem.
1.2.2 Domestic trends
Currently, modern logistics has become increasingly seriously taken and actively
promoted by all levels of government, enterprises, institutions, social groups in
China. The distribution is the focus of the development of the modern city logistics.
In the country it has formed a research group specializing in logistics research team,
and has published a number of research papers. Research papers and results mainly
include:
Literature (Wang Xiaowan, Luo Zhengshan, Li Zhou, 2011) by studying deeply of
the C-W algorithm and improving the algorithm, consider the time constraints, and
design a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem of mixing time window, combined
with the geographic information system (GIS) to establish the appropriate
mathematical model and optimization system of traffic path in the supply chain and
logistics vehicle scheduling systems. C-W Algorithm is a very practical solving
method and it has many traits like: high speed, strong versatility, saving algorithm,
easy to implement programming, computing less demanding on the CPU, easy to
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join restricted condition. It needs priority consideration for those points far away
from the distribution center. Meanwhile the algorithm can be combined tightly with
GIS, and its calculation results are the same with the results of the optimal path of
precision optimization algorithm. The output results of the model are more vivid, and
its conclusion is very close to with the real situation and is the reasonable satisfactory,
which proves the effectiveness of this method.
Literature (Italy, 2011) integrated two kinds of ant algorithm that Chaos and the
maximum and minimum ant algorithm. It proposed apply chaotic disturbance into
the pheromone update rules of the ant colony algorithm in the search process, which
to avoid getting into local extreme test results. That shows chaos ant colony
algorithm is able to effectively improve the ability of global optimization algorithm.
Then solving results of logistics routing problem can be satisfactory. Chaotic ant
colony algorithm can effectively improve the ant colony algorithm for global
optimization capability. Chaotic ant colony algorithm is able to obtain a satisfactory
result for logistics distribution routing problem. Moreover, the MMAS algorithm in
the text and chaotic ant colony algorithm parameter selection are on the basis of the
simulation. The combination of these parameters has a certain reference value for
other combinatorial optimization problem.
In the process of focused delivery, the large-scale distribution network complex
unsolved need to be broken down into a finite, controlled, observed number of
small-scale distribution lines (i.e. distribution domain). Furthermore, for different
distribution domain, a specific corresponding cycling routes optimization strategy
should be taken. In fact, this is an analysis called “Pieces, divide-and-conquer ".

1.3 International and domestic research on the integration of GIS and
distribution system
1.3.1 Foreign Research
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In the advanced country, GIS technology is earlier applied to the logistics
management. In the problem of the choosing site of manufacturing center, the layout
of the distribution center, and the best path selection, GIS technology has been
widely used. In addition, it provides dynamic visual expression and logistics
monitoring of modern logistics, enables distribution vehicle's location, and trajectory
queried.
There have many foreign companies engaged in logistics distribution system design
and some logistics distribution software system have been mature, such as Shortrec
product suite, which had been started from 1981. Some of the software has been used
by world-renowned companies like Coca-Cola, UPS, FedEx, etc… Well-known
logistics software: GIS GIS-T (packages for the transportation), ArcLogistics TM
(developed by the United States Environmental Systems Research Institute) and
MapX-tremeTM (used in the Internet). TransCAD (developed by Caliper in the USA
for transportation professionals) is particularly powerful.
1.3.2 Domestic research
In the 1990s, China started to study on the theory and practical application of this
field. Currently, it is still at a preliminary stage. As a whole, GIS system in China
lags behind advanced countries. Thus, it is urgent that the intensity of the
development and application of GIS technology should be increased.
As information system, GIS system and other information technology are closely
related. The data is the core, and GIS data update is crucial to GIS system. China, as
a developing country, economic development will inevitably bring about the
transportation development, so the city traffic is always changing. The timely update
of the data is very important.
In China, competitive software has not appeared from a variety of distribution
software. The size of the potential market of logistics distribution software is still
relatively large. On one hand, software products need to catch up with the
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development of logistics; on the other hand, software companies should be primarily
aimed at the needs of the national company, corporate with the application sector.
The focus is to solve the GIS applications problems and key technologies, for
example, the workflow of data collection, processing, distribution and sharing
process, integrate with GIS technology.
Qiu Rongzu developed decision support system based on GIS, the integration of GIS
technology and the linear programming, for cargo transport planning. Song Qinbo
proposed the negative impact on GIS technology applied to the value-added services
and small quantities but high-frequency distribution, which has a certain reference
value to modern logistics enterprises. Chen Rui discussed the integration of logistics
distribution systems and e-commerce for the control management of entire logistics
process.

1.4 The research technical difficulties
Due to some factors like land transaction costs, regional transportation planning,
urban vehicle management, logistics distribution centers are geographically isolated.
The research is based on the city logistics distribution.The ability of each courier and
driver are similar yet different. Every courier has own experience, which varies from
person to person. The difference in the capability of couriers has an influence on the
logistics costs1 and the quality of logistics services. A rational, automated logistics
scheduling system should be established to show the delivery route.
GIS can exploit the Vehicle Routing Program (VRP) algorithm to make distribution
plan and select the optimal or near-optimal results. Meantime, the powerful spatial
analysis capabilities provided by the GIS can be utilized.
According to customer information, more reasonable service area will be selected, so
as to achieve the minimum transportation cost and maximum transport efficiency.
1

(Chen Z,2007,p3) Logistics distribution path optimization based on GIS
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GIS plays an important role in the process of transforming to a modern mode from
the traditional model to improve the efficiency of delivery.
GIS is that space elements and the corresponding attribute information are associated
together to show the data by map. In fact, there are still many technical
difficulties. Mainly in:
(1) Difficulty in the update-to-date geographical information, including
geospatial and attribute information collection and updating, traffic data updated in
real time. The last one is the changes in urban traffic conditions. Unreasonable
logistics and scheduling will increase the burden of urban transportation.
(2) Backward model Integration technology. Most of the traditional models or
network models are difficult to match with the actual application.
(3) Different decision scheme. The standard of the optimal result given by
computer is not consistent. The optimal result is not the desired results.
China has not established the map database sharing for the public. So in general, map
accuracy is not desirable, map updating is slow.
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2 Shortest-path problem
Early the concept “logistics” comes from Japan, and the term "logistics" is taken
directly from the Japanese, while Japan's concept was in 1956 translated from
English “Physical Distribution”. In China, logistics is defined as: the flow process of
goods from suppliers to the receiving entity. According to actual needs, the
combination of the basic functions like: transportation, storage, handling, packaging,
distribution processing, distribution, information processing and others, are
implemented.
Path optimization problems are the focus of the computer science and geographic
information science and other fields of research. It is the basis of resources allocation,
location, route design optimization problem.

2.1 Vehicle Routing optimization problem description
A so-called shortest path problem is the collection of a given starting point to the
ending point of the road, to seek the shortest length, or the best time, the minimum
cost. This pathway is known as the shortest path between two points. The different
shortest path algorithm have been deducted by classic graph theory and constantly
improved with different features applications in time and space complexity.
Urban road network has its own unique characteristics, in addition to the
characteristics of the road network in general:
(1) The large amount of data. The tens of thousands of the urban road network
are derived from a large city.
(2) The complex structure. The development of the city bring about the more and
more complex urban transportation system: more directions, muti-lane, one-way
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street, tunnel, turn restrictions, cloverleaf junction system, and new and intricate
rules of the road.
Distribution vehicle line optimization problem can be described as: from a logistics
center, goods are transported to multiple customers with multiple vehicle. Location
and demand for goods of each customer has been known. Every capacity of the
vehicle must be certain. It requires reasonable arrangements to get the objective
optimization function, meeting the following conditions:
(1) The total demand of customer on the one distribution path does not exceed
the maximum capacity of the delivery vehicles;
(2) Every distribution path length does not exceed the maximum delivery
distance;
(3) Every customer's needs must be met, and only using one delivery vehicle.

Figure 1. Logistic distribution routes optimization
As shown in the Figure 1: Let O be the distribution center ,1-11 customer outlets,
r 1 -r 5

mark the beginning line of distribution path

2.2 Classification of vehicle routing optimization problems
Due to the complex characteristics of the problem, the network characteristics, the
shortest path problem showed the diversity of the current shortest path problem, the
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classification can be classified as below:
(1) According to the classification of node number and characteristics, the
shortest path problem can be divided into 5 types: shortest path between single
couple nodes, the shortest path between all nodes, K shortest path, real-time shortest
path and shortest path requiring passing through a specified node, or some other
derived special shortest path problem.
(2) According to the characteristics of the data structure of the network, it can be
divided into: sparse network and dense networks, directional network and
nondirectional network.
(3) The way to achieve calculation can be divided into: centralized category and
autonomous category. The former is concentrated calculated by the control center
computer the shortest path between all starting point to a termination point and the
result information provided to the running vehicle. The latter differ from the former
in the real-time traffic flow information. It calculates the current shortest path
between the starting point of a termination point.
(4) By the service object types, it can be divided into: a muti-vehicle navigation
and single vehicle navigation. The former serves for many request line, while the
latter guides a single vehicle.
The study object of this research is certainty, multi-objection problem, point to point
of service issues.
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Figure 2. The classification system of path optimization

1

2.3 Distribution Routing optimization target
Reasonable Distribution routing or not have a direct impact on the costs and benefits
of logistics and transportation. Therefore, it is a very important to use scientific and
reasonable method to determine delivery routes in the process of logistics operation.
Whatever the optimization method is, we must first clear the logistics path
optimization goals, according to the specific requirements of distribution, distribution
center level, strength and objective conditions. Generally have the following options:
(1) Highest efficiency: if choose efficiency as the goal, usually the current
1

Liu Zhuo, (2006), Study on City Road Optimization based on GIS
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effectiveness of the enterprise will be the main considerations, meanwhile taking into
account the long-term benefits. Profits can be used to represent the effectiveness of a
comprehensive reflection of the overall business activity. When in the calculation of
the maximum profit value, due to the effectiveness of overall business reflect in
formulating mathematical model, is difficult to establish the functional relationship
between maximum profits and distribution line.
(2) The lowest cost: The cost calculation is simple and efficiency compared with
profit function as the goal. The close relationship between the cost and the delivery
route and when choose cost, it means choosing the profit. So lowest cost is more
feasible and practical.
(3) The shortest distance: in the case of distance as a goal, a lot of factors is easy
to to avoid to calculate. Note that sometimes the shortest distance does not mean the
lowest cost, road conditions, road pricing and other factors affect the cost, then a
single shortest distance for the optimal solution is not appropriate.
Depending on the circumstances optimization objectives. In this paper, the
optimization goal of the logistics problem is designed as : the short distance.

2.4 Significance of distribution route optimization
Distribution rationalization is the key to both business and society development.
For businesses, (1) Delivery routes optimization can reduce the delivery time and
delivery mileage to improve the efficiency of delivery and increase vehicle
utilization, reduce distribution costs. (2) can accelerate the speed of logistics on time
to deliver the goods to the customers to improve customer satisfaction. (3) rationalize
of distribution operations to improve operational efficiency and help enterprises to
improve competitiveness and efficiency.
For society, it can not save transport vehicles, reduce vehicle load rate, and low
logistics costs. At the same time, but also to ease traffic tension, reduce noise,
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emissions and transport pollution for people and the environment.
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3 ArcGIS Engine and Visual Studio 20
10
2010
3.1 ArcGIS framework
ArcGIS is developed by the United States Environmental Systems Research Institute
( ESRI for short), is a set geographic information software of the capability of
meeting the needs from different users. This series of software can be installed on the
client machine, server and mobile smart device terminals. The powerful, influential
software can be widely used in various fields and industries. Figure 3. here
introduces ArcGIS framework:
(1) ArcGIS Desktop - Professional desktop software, contains ArcReader,
ArcView, ArcEditor and ArcInfo etc. Subsequent software functionality compared to
the former improve and expand in certain degree.
(2) ArcGIS Engine - the secondary development system with components
embedded. Software programmers can run independently out of programming
environment or ArcGIS Desktop desktop environment .
(3) Server GIS - namely ArcIMS, ArcGIS Server and ArcGIS Image Server.
They are responsible for data management and publishing software, also the
development trend of ESRI products.
(4)Mobile GIS - mainly conclude ArcPad and ArcGIS Mobile. These GIS
software

can run on the smart mobile terminal equipment.
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Figure 3. ArcGIS product framework1

ArcGIS is based on a shared series of GIS control to complete the development.
These controls are called ArcObjects. It contains a large number of programmable
components to function ArcGIS well. ArcGIS can import various types of data like
file-based data, muti-user DBMS data, the Web Service and so on.
3.2 ArcGIS Engine
ArcGIS Engine is new products after in the ArcGIS 9 version - secondary
development system with components embedded. In general, it consists of two parts,
namely, ArcGIS Engine Runtime and ArcGIS Engine Developer Kit. Runtime is first
installed in each terminal to run correctly.
(1) Software Development Kit
ArcEngine software developer kit is a software development products based on
component. It is used to create and deploy GIS and mapping applications. Mainly
provides the following four functions:

1

http://www.baidu.com/
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Basic services: by GIS-core ArcObjects which almost all GIS
applications are needed, such as feature geometry and display;
Data Access: ArcEngine to achieve a number of raster and vector
data read, including the powerful and flexible geodatabase;
Map expression: used to create additional symbology, annotation
capabilities of ArcObjects and thematic mapping function;
Development components: advanced user interface controls and
a comprehensive help system for high-efficiency development.

Figure 4. Function of Software Development Kit

ArcGIS Engine Developer Kit components include three key GIS logical functions:
control, toolbars and tools, class libraries.
� Controls: The controls are part of the ArcGIS user interface, developers can
embed the controls and use them in the application. ArcGIS Engine controls
include: MapControl map control, PageLayoutControl cartographic controls,
TOCControl data tree control, ToolBarControl toolbar control.
� Toolbar and tools: toolbar is a collection of GIS tools used to achieve interaction
maps, geographic information data in the application. GIS tools include:
translation, scaling, click the query and interact with the map a variety of other
selection tools.
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� Class library: Objects libraries is available for programming ArcObjects
component collection, a set of class libraries: geometry, cartography, GIS data
sources and Geodatabase. ArcEngine Software Development Kit including 13
class library. These libraries can be used in Windows, Unix or Linux platform
development environment.
(2) ArcEngine runtime (Runtime)
The most important component of ArcEngine is runtime. A successful GIS
applications software developed with ArcEngine package requires an permission
level of ArcEngine runtime. It has a variety of options when the ArcEngine runtime.
The standard ArcEngine option provides all core function of ArcGIS applications.
standard ArcEngine run. It can not only operate several different raster and vector
formats, also basic data creation, editing shape files and simple personal
geodatabases and GIS analysis.

3.3 Visual Studio 2010
Visual Studio is development environment platform oriented Windows developed by
Microsoft. The integrated development environment (IDE) interface has been
redesigned and organizations, and Visual Studio 2010 also brought NET Framework
4.0 and Microsoft Visual Studio2010 CTP (Community Technology Preview - CTP).
It supports application development for Windows 7, except for supporting Microsoft
SQL Server database, DB2 and Oracle databases.
Visual Studio 2010 has five aspects of innovation according to Microsoft official
document1 claims Visual Studio:
(1) Democratization management of the application life cycle: build a shared
platform to organize the application life cycle management process.

1

http://www.esri.com/
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(2) Comply with the new technology trends: provides developers with the right
tools and box frame to support the latest software.
(3) To be the next generation platform: Microsoft will continue to invest in
market-leading Operating systems, create higher value for customers. Visual Studio
2010 will be available to provide users with efficient solutions.
(4) Cross-sectoral applications: Visual Studio 2010 support a single department
or the entire enterprise.
(5) Efficient development environment: Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 use
drag-and-drop method complete the software development. Simple operation can
generate surface, and drag-and-drop interface also supports C #, C + +, VB for users.

3.4 Arcgis network analysis and network dataset
One unique feature of GIS spatial analysis is to query GIS spatial attribute and filter
analysis. The purpose of the main function of GIS network analysis is to analyze and
model the geographic network such as a urban infrastructure network.

ArcToolbox
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ArcMap
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Wizard

Layer
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Network
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PGD

SDE

Shapefil
e
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SDC

Figure 5.Arcgis network analysis system structure
Network analysis model can help make a research of planning how to achieve the
best, such as the optimal allocation of resources or the lowest transport costs from
one place to another. The basic idea is that human activity always tends to achieve
the best results.. The study of such problems is important in the geographic
information system .
The network dataset is very suitable for constructing transport network. ArcGIS
network analysis network is stored in the network dataset. It is consists of a series of
network elements. The advanced connectivity model can process some complex
scenes, such as transport networks. Network dataset can support four types of files,
as shown in the figure. They are the shape files, which can be used directly; personal
geodatabase and enterprise geodatabase (large networks), as well as directly
importing the SDC. Network DataSet has the capacity of subjectively selecting
direction in the process of analyzing the network.
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4 Route optimization model and algorithm
4.1 Route optimization model
Unloading from the daily each shop order, grade the cycling line shop households is
known delivery vehicles starting from the distribution center, the way to all outlets,
and finally back to the logistics and distribution center, total economic distance
requirements cycling driving route the shortest, and meet the following conditions:
1) the demand of each customer and each distribution path does not exceed the
maximum of the distribution vehicle load;
2) the length of each distribution path does not exceed the maximum driving
distance of the car distribution;
3) each customer's needs must be met, and can only be delivery by a car;
4) do not consider the case of traffic congestion, the road is clear, does not occur
at rush hour.
Give full consideration to the problem constraints and optimization objectives, the
establishment of a mathematical model to optimize the distribution routing.
Set G=（V,E,D）as a given regional division of street traffic map,V={1,2,3，…,n} as
collection point of logistics distribution center and stores located in the region, set
V1 as logistics distribution center,

E = (i, j ) (i, j ∈ V )且i ≠ j

are the roads

between dot and logistics distribution center, The minimum economic distance
matrix D=[ d ij ] n* n , dii =+ ∝ , d ij indicate shipping economic distance from dot i to
dot j , dij >0， (i, j ∈ V ) .
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（4-1）

minZ= ∑ d ij xij
i≠ j

S.T

xij =

∑x

ij

1

if（i，j）on the line， i, j ∈ V

0

other

=1

（4-2）

j ∈V

（4-3）

i ∈V

（4-4）

i≠ j

X ij = 1
∑
j i
≠

∑x

ij

（4-5）

≤ S −1

i , j ∈S

Among them, (4-3) means the edge (i, j) in the optimal line, as a set of points. The
first two constraints imply only one inside and one outside to the edges. The third
constraint ensures no return repeated solution.
4.2 The nearest neighbor algorithm
The basic principle of the nearest neighbor algorithm process is described as follows:
start from the logistics distribution center, search the nearest unvisited point, then set
this point(named point1) as the first shop and visited. After that, search the adjacent
unvisited point apart from the point 1, and if the point will not exceed the capacity
limit. So the point is added to the line and set visited, or end this line. Repeat the
above steps to find the nearest unvisited point to generate new lines without any
unvisited outlets.

Distribution
center

Figure 6. Nearest Neighbor Algorithm
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5 Design
5.
5.11 Application structure
As shown in Figure 7, the shortest-path application has three layers.
The first is the user side layer, which includes the interface for users. Each user
interface is written in C#. Users can easily manipulate the application through
common browsers.
The second layer is the web server layer, which could be installed on the servers of
distribution centers. The major capabilities here include receiving and replying to the
requests from the users, as well as connecting to the database for further operations
etc. These functions are implemented in Arcgis Engine 10.
The third layer is the data layer. The database store nearly all the spatial data needed,
like the city street network, the warehouses’data etc.

User interface
C#

Geo-database

Web Server
Distribution center

Figure 7. The complete structure of the shortest-path application.
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5.
5.22 Data sources
5.2.1 Vector data model

Vector data is assumed that the geographic space is continuous, rather than
quantization raster mutually independent. The vector data model is one of the major
GIS data model. Similar to the vector map, point, line, surface three main graphic
elements are used to describe an abstract representation of geographic objects. Figure
8 shows the basic form of vector data expression. An independent space coordinates
represents a point. A series of coordinates represent a line. The surface is used by a
polygon of the end-to-end line.

Figure 8. Basic form of vector data expression.

Compared with raster data, vector data has the following advantages: a small amount
of data storage, high precision spatial location, spatial relations described
comprehensively, linear or network analysis conveniently; spatial and attribute data
query conveniently; ordinary map manual digitization directly.
Considering the characteristics of the Urban Road Network Route Optimization
System, combined with the characteristics of vector data model and raster data model,
I consider that the vector data model is more suitable for information processing and
analysis of the system. And the vector data is stored in the shapefile.
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(1) Road network line is linear, distributed like a flat net;
(2) In the urban road network analysis and information processing, in many cases the
comprehensive application of spatial data and attribute data are necessary;
(3) Layers superimposed are relatively small:
(4) When analysis the data in the system, the two-dimensional plane model can meet
the requirements without the need for three-dimensional digital model.
5.2.2 Data source
Here I choose the Xi'an city as my study area. Xi'an lies on the Guanzhong Plain in
the south-central part of Shaanxi province, on a flood plain created by the eight
surrounding rivers and streams. The city has an average elevation of 400 metres
(1,312 ft) above sea level and an annual precipitation of 553 mm (21.8 in). The Wei
River provides potable water to the city. The city borders the northern foot of the Qin
Mountains (Qinling) to the south, and the banks of the Wei River to the north. Hua
Shan, one of the five sacred Taoist mountains, is located 100 km (62 mi) away to the
east of the city. Not far to the north is the Loess Plateau.

Figure 9. Xi’an Map from Google

Data notes：
The data of the points or roads are not open for the public in China. So any data can
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not be downloaded from the Web. The data pf the points are measuring by the
instruments. The activity is called surveying and mapping. Then the data is input into
the computer. Finally, I connect these points into lines according to the map from the
Google.
Ex2 folder：
·city.mdb：GeoDatabase, include a city dataset,
The dataset contains:
·net：city transport network feature class;
·city_Net_Junctions: Network nodes junctions;
·city_Net: geometric network class.

set preparation
5.
5.33 Data
Dataset
Firstly I make line elements of the road. They are used to construct the network
dataset.
a) establish following folder structure as below:

Figure 10. Creating the data set

The Scratch folder is used to store temporary data. ToolData is used to store
permanent data. I put the geographical elements and sets of features in the database.
Here I built NetworkFeatureDataSet. Because if construct the network data set, the
line elements must be stored in a set.

b) create new element, and add corresponding attributes
Line attributes：
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Figure 11 shows one street attributes, the name of this street is Xi Jing Qiao. It is
349.4926 meters.

Figure 11. Line attributes
Point attributes：
Figure 12. shows the point attribute, the point is numbered 175. And Figure 13.
means the points of the map is in WGS-1840 geographic coordinate system.

Figure 12. Point attributes
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Figure 13. Geographic coordinate system of the points

c) edite elements and create specific map

Figure 14 . Create new network dataset
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Figure 15. Xi’an network dataset
After completing above process, data preparation stage had been completed in the
Arcmap.
5.
5.44 Design-button function introduction

Figure 16. Toolbar of the system

a. Add map
I design this button

as the add button. The dataset created above can be added

into the Arcgis Engine through the button.

b. Zooming and panning
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c. Solve path
I use the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm to solve the shortest path problem by editing
C# language. The editing language is as follows:
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6 Application and results discussion
6.1 "Online Shopping" in China
6.1.1 Online shopping impact on the logistics
It reported that Taobao’s trading volume exceeded RMB 19.1 billion during the
11-day of National holiday in 2012. The fourth quarter of 2011, the orders of China's
online shopping market amounted to 560 million. The huge exchange bring about
high-speed growth of the logistics industry. The industry as a whole keep high speed
growth. The distribution of the online shopping is also showing a trend of rapid
growth and become the new business value-added point because online shopping
transaction costs lower than the mall shopping.
The virtual nature of e-commerce leads to consumers online more sensitive to price.
Delivery costs are taken as part of the cost of the online shopping. Consumers would
inevitably pay attention to them. On the one hand, consumers want to find a cheaper
courier company to provide services on the basis of the same price goods; On the
other hand, because online shopping is generally single transaction, some consumers
are trying to find the "fight-mail" partner in order to reduce the high logistics costs.
However, the sellers occupy a more dominant position in the commodity trading and
distribution links. Many sellers start making profits from commodity and also the
courier service fee. The delivery companies are forced to accept low-cost delivery
service. In order to attract more deals, many smaller delivery companies only accept.
The courier companies reduce the level of service to to control operating costs,
which is bound against the interests of consumers. Over-reliance on low-price
competition disrupt the order of the e-business express delivery market.
At the same time, due to higher logistics costs, consumers ignore the need for
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insurance, consumers can not effectively safeguard their legitimate rights and
interests after the loss of goods.
The courier company is the basis for the survival of the "online shopping"seller. The
seller can not have their own independent logistics services. Some courier companies
take advantage of the highly dependence to carry on the freight game. Since 2011,
the price has been increased through a number of courier companies like Shen Tong,
tact.
6.1.2 “Shopping online” distribution
The express logistics business is a complex and diverse. It must face the complex
reality environment to explore their own progressive advantage and response
strategies, to be in an invincible position.
A logistics center logistics alliance is proposed. Through the integration of resources,
capabilities and technology of the various suppliers, the better entire supply chain is
provided, against fierce competition.
1. “Shopping online” distribution optimization model
“Shopping online” distribution optimization design model show in the figure

Figure 17 “shopping online” distribution model

2. Logistics center operation mechanism
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"Online shopping" logistics center describes the multi-party logistics companies join
together to form an information brokers, as the bond among parties transacting with
third-party logistics. So the transaction parties need not contact with a number of
third-party logistics service providers, but directly contact with the logistics center
service providers. In this mode, as a solutions provider, logistics centers not only
provide the feasible supply chain management solutions, but also integrate and unify
the third-party logistics resources. Its operation mechanism of the process is as
follows:
(1) The goods shopping online are all received by the city goods collection
points. These goods collection points are essentially franchisee of the express
delivery alliance companies.
(2) When delivered to the city logistics center in the A city, these commodities
are classified packaged, assembled in large centralized wrapped based on the goods
barcode registration, stored information such as the whereabouts of goods, the buyer
choice of carriers, etc…
(3) The logistics center will allocate the package to the appropriate carrier. The
carrier is responsible for the distribution of commodity goods from one city to
another.
(4) When the big goods arrive at their destination in the B city, carriers will split
the parcel for individual and provide express business in a city.
Although, the entire logistics process is more reasonable and efficient after the
integration and recycling of existing resources and logistics operation process. For
carriers, most private enterprises, are not able to minimize their parcel distribution
cost. Reasons are as follows:
1) Limited vehicle resources and technical network technology. Most carriers
can only transport delivery based on past experience.
2) Limited funds. Contractors are not capability of employ the high-tech talents
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to design and develop or buy a complete system. If an advanced system is used,
more employers should be trained. It increases another outlay.
3) Cheap labor. A private enterprise prefer the cheap labor to the high price of
the technology in the densely populated country.
4) Non-state-private enterprise. Mostly logistics program are outsource. So
these non-corporate companies can not get the support from the government.
National Geographic Database is not open for the public. Users have to buy it by
themselves. Yet the private company can not buy it.
Here I design a city shortest path system to how to track the choice of path problem
in the process of parcel distribution, to reduce transportation costs and increase
profits. Furthermore, the system can design a shortest path amongst the distribution
center and the multi-objective consumer points.
6.
6.22 application presentation
a) Add geodatabase

Figure 18. Add database into the arcgis engine 10
b) Choose the distribution center and a customer point in the map
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Figure 19. Choice of the distribution center and a customer point

c) Search the shortest path

Figure 20(a). Shortest path Result

The basic function for citizens is to search for the shortest path from the distribution
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center to the destination, given by mouse clicks. As long as the given destination are
in the range of the street network data, users can obtain the shortest path result as
shown in blue in Figure. 20(a).
If a user needs the exact distance of the shortest path, the application can provide the
distance replied by dropping two points on the map and performing the calculation as
shown in Figure. 20(b).

Figure 20(b). The length of the shortest path

6.
6.33 Results discussion
I choose another any way from beginning to the end. The distance is 6291.36 meters.
It is longer than the shortest path distance shown above.

Figure 21(a). A contrast path result
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Figure 21(b). The length of the contrast path
6.4 Multi-customer delivery
For the couriers in the process of the “shopping online” parcel express delivery, they
generally have no more one delivery destinations. So they require a shortest path
among several delivery points. Here I will show this function when it requires 3
customers to delivery from the logistics distribution center.
Point

: means the logistics distribution center in the countryside, which is located

in the cross of Lianhu Road and Shuncheng WestNorth. Users can easily find the
correct location of the point in the system because the each road name is made clear
along the road.

Figure 22. Location of the logistics center
Customer 1

: the cross of Gorth Gate and Nanyang Road
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Customer 2

: the cross of Weihua Alley and Jianguo Road

Customer 3

: the cross of New street1 and Taiyi Road

After click the correct address, search the shortest path with the mouse click on the
. The Figure 23 display the suggested shortest path through the three customer

points from the logistics center .

Figure 23. Shortest path of multi-consumer
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7 Conclusion and Future
By implementing the nearest neighbour algorithm, an interactive, GIS-based
application was developed to improve Xi’an city parcel distribution service for the
couriers. The application was mainly built using the C sharp language. Firstly, the
Xi’an city dataset was built in the ArcMap environment. Then the dataset was added
to support the background processing for the application in the Arcgis Engine 10
environment. With a customer, courier users can find the customer point and search
the suggested path to that point. The application can provide an efficient solution of
the route optimization problem. Furthermore, multi-customers are related closely to
the reality. The application can provide a shortest route in the case of several
consumers.
The application is built on a relatively simple model. Currently, it’s still not close
enough to the reality. To clarify the applicability and improve the application, future
research should also pay attention to the following several factors:
(1) Applicability
The application was for study purpose and developed without a communication
with Xi’an city, so any use of the application and related data needs the authorization
of the city.
(2) One-way problem
One-way problem had not taken into consideration in the application, which
means the road network is used without limitations in direction. But in real life, some
streets are designed only for one direction use. If this factor is included, the
application will be improved further.
(3) Traffic factor
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In reality, the shortest path is probably not optional when an accident or traffic
jam happens. Traffic factors can affect the validity of provided solutions. The current
application does not handle this problem.
In future development, I can collect more detailed information, such as new
changing road information, traffic jam information, etc. It is even better to have data
describing the real-time traffic situation.
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